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Abstract:We employ the G-structure formalism to study supersymmetric solutions
of minimal and SU(2) gauged supergravities in seven dimensions admitting Killing
spinors with associated timelike Killing vector. The most general such Killing spinor
defines an SU(3) structure. We deduce necessary and sufficient conditions for the
existence of a timelike Killing spinor on the bosonic fields of the theories, and find that
such configurations generically preserve one out of sixteen supersymmetries. Using
our general supersymmetric ansatz we obtain numerous new solutions, including
squashed or deformed AdS solutions of the gauged theory, and a large class of Go¨del-
like solutions with closed timelike curves.
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1. Introduction
In recent years, gauged supergravities in various dimensions have been recognised
as powerful technical tools for the construction of interesting supersymmetric back-
grounds of string/ M theory. A particularly fruitful application has been to the
generalised AdS/CFT correspondence. Following the celebrated work of Maldacena
and Nunez, [1], [2], an extensive literature has developed on branes wrapping various
supersymmetric cycles, and their associated field theories; a review and examples of
applications of the supergravity aspects are to be found in [3]-[7]. On the gravity
side, the near-horizon geometries are most easily constructed in some lower dimen-
sional gauged supergravity, before lifting to d = 10 or 11. In view of this and other
applications, it is clearly important to have some systematic understanding of super-
symmetric solutions in gauged supergravities.
More generally, the ability to map out all supersymmetric backgrounds in any
conceivable (supergravity) limit of string/ M theory is of much value. In fact, the
framework which allows one to achieve precisely this has been identified, and is
provided by the notion of a G-structure. Already, much work has been done in
various contexts, [8]-[21], and a classification of all supersymmetric solutions of d = 11
supergravity has been given [22], [23].
Geometrically, G-structures provide information about supersymmetric field con-
figurations. Typically one finds that fluxes in a given theory are tightly constrained
(and sometimes entirely fixed) by the torsion classes of the structure. However, it
must be stated that the approach is not without its drawbacks. Generally speak-
ing, the classification becomes progressively more implicit as the dimensionality of
spacetime and/ or the number of supercharges increases. The point is that while
the existence of a G-structure implies and is implied by the vanishing of the su-
persymmetry variations of the fermions in the theory, including the Killing spinor
equation, it is not equivalent to having a solution of the field equations and Bianchi
identities. When a Killing spinor exists, generically some but not all of these are
satisfied identically. The remainder must be imposed as additional constraints on
the bosonic fields, over and above those implied by the G-structure. Typically, they
take the form of differential constraints on the torsion classes of the structure, and
these are often hard to solve. Nevertheless, the generality of the technique, and its
constructive nature in providing a clear set of prescriptions for constructing explicit
solutions, makes it very powerful.
In this paper we will apply the G-structure formalism to minimal and SU(2)
gauged supergravity in seven dimensions. We will focus on configurations admitting
a timelike Killing spinor - that is, a Killing spinor whose associated Killing vector is
timelike. The null case will be the subject of a future work. We find that a timelike
Killing spinor is equivalent to an SU(3) structure, and determine the necessary and
sufficient conditions on the bosonic fields for its existence.
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One of the more surprising and unsettling features of supergravities revealed by
G-structures is the extent to which the class of (particularly timelike) supersymmetric
solutions is infested by spacetimes with closed timelike curves. We find many new
examples here, in the gauged theory as bundles over negative scalar curvature Ka¨hler
threefolds, which lift to d = 10, 11. We show how various AdS7,5,3 solutions of the
theory, for which the closed timelike curves may be eliminated, arise as special cases
of this much broader class of solutions, and also how the AdS factors may be squashed
or deformed by the addition of suitable fluxes.
The plan of the paper is as follows. In section two we describe the theories we
study. In section three we give a summary of the necessary and sufficient conditions
for a bosonic field configuration in the theories to admit a timelike Killing spinor. The
derivation of these conditions is quite technical, and is relegated to the appendices.
In sections four and five we obtain explicit supersymmetric solutions of the minimal
and gauged theories respectively. Section six concludes. In appendix A we give
our conventions, and miscellaneous useful material. In appendix B we compute the
various bilinears that may be constructed from a Killing spinor, and show how they
define an SU(3) structure in seven dimensions. In appendix C we derive the necessary
conditions for a bosonic configuration to admit a timelike Killing spinor, and show
that these are also sufficient. In appendix D we discuss the intrinsic torsion and
contorsion of an SU(3) structure in six Riemannian dimensions. In appendix F we
give the integrability conditions for the theories.
2. The theory and supersymmetry variations
The lagrangian for minimal seven dimensional ungauged supergravity was first writ-
ten down in [25]. The SU(2) gauged version was also written down in [25] but with
numerical typos, which were corrected in [26]. In [25] Euclidean signature is used.
2.1 The minimal theory
The bosonic lagrangian density for the minimal theory in our conventions is
L = 1
2
eR− 1
24
e(Gµνρτ )
2 − 1
2
eFµν
a
bF
µν b
a −
5
2
e(∂µφ)
2
− 1
24
ee−φGµνρτFκλ abAχ
b
aǫ
µνρτκλχ . (2.1)
Compared to [25] we use the same conventions for the Riemann tensor but Hawking
and Ellis conventions for the Ricci tensor and scalar. We have also rescaled φ →√
5φ and the forms by F → √2 eφF , G → √2 e−2φG, A(1),(3) →
√
2A(1),(3). The
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supersymmetry variations of the fermions are given by
δλa =
√
5
2
ΓµDµφ ǫ
a +
i
2
√
5
ΓµνFµν
a
b ǫ
b +
1
24
√
5
ΓµνρτGµνρτ ǫ
a, (2.2)
δψaµ = Dµ ǫ
a − i
10
(Γµ
νρ − 8δνµΓρ)Fνρ ab ǫb +
1
80
(Γµ
αβγδ − 8
3
δαµΓ
βγδ)Gαβγδ ǫ
a ,(2.3)
and the parameter ǫa is a symplectic-Majorana spinor, whose properties are summa-
rized in appendix A.
Let us introduce the following notation. Let Ap, Bq be p- and q-forms respec-
tively. Then
AyBa1...aq−p =
1
p!
Ab1...bpBb1...bpa1...aq−p. (2.4)
The equations of motion and Bianchi identities are
d(e−2φG) = 0, (2.5)
d(eφFA) = 0, (2.6)
P = 5∇2φ− 4GyG+ FAyFA = 0, (2.7)
Q = ⋆(e−2φd ⋆ (e2φG)− 1
2
FA ∧ FA) = 0, (2.8)
RA = ⋆(eφd ⋆ (e−φFA)− 2FA ∧G) = 0, (2.9)
Eµν = Rµν − 1
3
(
GµαβγG
αβγ
ν −
1
10
gµνGαβγδG
αβγδ
)
− 5∂µφ∂νφ
−
(
FAµαF
Aα
ν −
1
10
gµνF
A
αβF
Aαβ
)
= 0.
The minimal theory arises as a truncation of type I supergravity compactified on a
T 3, or d = 11 supergravity compactified on K3 [27].
2.2 The gauged theory
To gauge the theory, one covariantises with respect to SU(2),
eφFA = dAA +
g
2
ǫABCAB ∧ AC , (2.10)
and adds the following terms to the bosonic Lagrangian density:
δL = e(−V (φ) + 8he−2φ ⋆ (G ∧ A(3))). (2.11)
The potential is given by
V (φ) = −60m2 + 10(m′)2, (2.12)
where m is a function of the single scalar field φ,
m = −2
5
he−4φ − 1
10
geφ, (2.13)
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with g the gauge coupling (we have rescaled the coupling in [25] by g → g/√2) and
h the (constant) topological mass. One modifies the supersymmetry transformations
of the fermions by adding the terms
δψaµ|gauge = mΓµǫa − igA aµ bǫb, (2.14)
δλa|gauge = −
√
5m′ǫa. (2.15)
In addition to SU(2) covariantisation, the field equations are modified by the addition
of the following terms:
P |gauge = −V ′, (2.16)
Q|gauge = 8he−4φ ⋆ G, (2.17)
Eµν |gauge = −2
5
gµνV (2.18)
When h = 0, the SU(2) theory lifts on an S3 to the NS sector in d = 10 [28]. When
hg > 0, it lifts on an S4 to d = 11 [29]. When h 6= 0, there is a subtlety in imposing
the four-form field equation. The reason is that the 3-form A(3), which is massive,
would have twenty on-shell degrees of freedom if it satisfied an ordinary second order
field equation. However the 3-form in the 7d supergravity multiplet should have only
ten on-shell degrees of freedom. This is achieved by imposing the odd-dimensional
selfduality equation [30]:
e2φ ⋆ G− 1
2
(eφFA ∧AA − g
6
ǫABCAA ∧AB ∧ AC) + 8hA(3) = 0. (2.19)
Note that the exterior derivative of this equation is just ⋆Q. Imposing the Bianchi
identity and Q = 0 fixes A(3) up to an arbitrary closed three form. The closed three
form is then determined by demanding that A(3) satisfies (2.19). In the examples
given below, we will explicitly impose the Bianchi identity and Q = 0, but leave the
determination of the closed three form in A(3) implicit.
3. Necessary and sufficient conditions for supersymmetry
We present here a set of necessary and sufficient conditions corresponding to having
at least one Killing spinor. The reader interested in the derivation of these conditions
may consult appendices B-D. We start with the minimal theory and then at the end
of the section present the results for the gauged case.
The general metric is given by
ds2 = −H2(dt+ ω)2 + gijdxidxj, (3.1)
where there is no t dependence in H , ω, gij.
∂
∂t
is Killing with associated one-form
V = −H2(dt+ ω). (3.2)
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There is a natural decomposition over a 6–dimensional Riemannian manifold with
metric gijdx
idxj which we will refer to as the base henceforth. The base admits an
SU(3) structure, according to appendix B, with an almost complex structure J and
a holomorphic 3–form Ω. We may choose the basis on the base such that these take
the canonical form
J = e12 + e34 + e56, (3.3)
Ω = (e1 + ie2) ∧ (e3 + ie4) ∧ (e5 + ie6). (3.4)
Redefine the two-form field strengths according to
F˜ ab = (S
−1FS)a b, (3.5)
K = F˜ 3, (3.6)
L = F˜ 1 − iF˜ 2, (3.7)
where S is the SU(2) matrix given by equations (B.31), (B.32) and the subsequent
discussion. Also define
Cµ
a
b = i(S
−1)a c ∂µS
c
b. (3.8)
Then the most general expression for the matter fields of the minimal theory given
the existence of a timelike Killing spinor is as follows:
φ = φ(x) (3.9)
K = − 1
H
V ∧ d(log(Heφ)) + 1
4
(
i(C1 − iC2)yΩ+ c.c.
)
−Hdω + K˜(1,1)0 , (3.10)
L = − i
H
V ∧ (C1 − iC2)− 1
4
(d logH + 2W4)yΩ− 2iW1J − iW2 + L(2,0),(3.11)
G = − e
2φ
2H2
V ∧ d(He−2φJ)
+ ⋆6
(
− H
2
dω + K˜(1,1)0 +
1
4
(
i(C1 − iC2)yΩ + c.c.
))
. (3.12)
The forms are almost entirely fixed in terms of the metric, the dilaton and the d = 6
structure. The only unconstrained components are K˜(1,1)0 and L(2,0), which are
arbitrary. The torsion modules, whose definition is given in appendix C, are given
by
W1 = − i
6
Ly J, (3.13)
W2 = −iL(1,1)0 , (3.14)
W3ijk = 2G(2,1)00ijk , (3.15)
W4i = 1
2
G0ilmJ
lm − e
2Φ
H
∂i
(
He−2Φ
)
, (3.16)
W5i = −H−1∂iH + ∂iΦ+ J ji C3j . (3.17)
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These conditions give the general supersymmetric ansatz for the field equations. Of
course since we have a Killing spinor some of the field equations will be identically
satisfied. As we show in the appendix E, it is sufficient to impose the Bianchi iden-
tities for the forms, and the four form and dilaton field equations. The integrability
conditions then guarantee that the remaining field equations are satisfied.
Now we discuss the gauged theory. The metric is the same, and in appendix C
we show that there exists a gauge such that the matter fields are given by
φ = φ(x) (3.18)
K = − 1
H
V ∧ d(log(Heφ)) + 1
4
(
ig(A1 − iA2)yΩ + c.c.
)
−Hdω + K˜(1,1)0
+
1
3
(8he−4φ + geφ)J, (3.19)
L = − ig
H
V ∧ (A1− iA2)− 1
4
(d logH + 2W4)yΩ− 2iW1J − iW2 + L(2,0),(3.20)
G = − e
2φ
2H2
V ∧ d(He−2φJ)
+⋆6
(
− H
2
dω + K˜(1,1)0 +
1
4
(
ig(A1 − iA2)yΩ+ c.c.
)
−1
3
(4he−4φ − geφ)J
)
.(3.21)
Again there are two arbitrary forms, K˜(1,1)0 and L(2,0). The first four torsion modules
of the six dimensional SU(3) structure are the same as for the ungauged case while
the fifth is given by
W5i = −H−1∂iH + ∂iφ+ gJ ji A3j . (3.22)
As before, in order to ensure a solution of the field equations, it is sufficient to impose
the Bianchi identities, the four form field equation and the dilaton field equation.
Now we turn to an investigation of the supersymmetric solutions of the theories.
4. Supersymmetric solutions of the minimal theory
In this section we will employ our general supersymmetric ansatz for the minimal
theory to determine some new solutions. The stategy is to make a choice for the base
which satisfies the required constraints on the torsion, and to use the field equations
to determine the field components which are not fixed by the (six dimensional) tor-
sion. The general problem is still complicated, so we will restrict attention to some
specific types of base.
4.1 Calabi-Yau base
The simplest choice for the base is to take it to be Calabi-Yau. Rather trivially,
we see that all the vacuum solutions of the theory are of the form R × CY6. More
interestingly, we may obtain Go¨del solutions by looking for solutions of the form
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L = K˜(1,1)0 = φ = 0, H = 11. The Bianchi identity for G then implies that dω is
coclosed, and it is a simple matter to check that the dilaton and four form equations
of motion are satisfied. Explicitly, one might choose a flat base with metric δijdx
idxj ,
and ω of the form
ω = α
2∑
n=0
(x2n+1dx2n+2 − x2n+2dx2n+1), (4.1)
and the fluxes are
K = −2αJ, (4.2)
G = −1
2
J ∧ J. (4.3)
There are closed timelike curves for (x2n+1)2 + (x2n+2)2 > α−2. More generally, we
could have included (2, 0) + (0, 2) and (1, 1)0 parts in dω.
4.2 Semi-Ka¨hler base
A semi-Ka¨hler base is one for which the only nonvanishing torsion module is W3.
We will seek solutions induced by such a base with H = 1, φ = 0. The forms then
reduce to
G = −1
2
V ∧W3 + ⋆6(−1
2
dω + K˜(1,1)0), (4.4)
K = −dω + K˜(1,1)0 , (4.5)
L = L(2,0). (4.6)
An explicit example of a semi-Ka¨hler threefold is the three dimensional complex
Heisenberg group. It admits a left-invariant metric with structure equations
dea = 0, a = 1, .., 4, (4.7)
de5 = e13 − e24, (4.8)
de6 = e14 + e23, (4.9)
so that
dJ = e136 − e246 − e145 − e235 =W3, (4.10)
dΩ = 0. (4.11)
Now, defining
{xi, xj} = 1
2
(xidxj − xjdxi), (4.12)
1When H and φ are constant, we may without any essential loss of generality set H = 1, φ = 0
in both the minimal and gauged theories by performing suitable rescalings.
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we may introduce coordinates according to
ea = dxa, a = 1, .., 4, (4.13)
e5 = du+ {x1, x3} − {x2, x4}, (4.14)
e6 = dv + {x1, x4}+ {x2, x3}. (4.15)
The Bianchi identities for the two forms imply that K˜(1,1)0 and L(2,0) are closed. We
will choose
K˜(1,1)0 = α(e13 + e24) + β(e14 − e23), (4.16)
L(2,0) = γ[e13 − e24 + i(e14 + e23)], (4.17)
for constant α, β, γ, and γ complex. The four form Bianchi identity may then be
solved by taking
K˜ = dω(1,1)0, (4.18)
dω(0,0) = 0, (4.19)
d(dω(2,0)+(0,2)) = 0, (4.20)
and so we may choose
dω(2,0)+(0,2) = δ(e13 − e24) + ǫ(e14 + e23), (4.21)
for constant δ, ǫ. Hence ω is given by
ω = (α + δ){x1, x3}+ (α− δ){x2, x4}+ (β + ǫ){x1, x4}+ (−β + ǫ){x2, x3}. (4.22)
The four form field equation imposes
α2 + β2 = 2(|γ|2 + 1), (4.23)
and it may be verified that this is equivalent to the dilaton field equation, so there
are no further constraints.
4.3 Hermitian base
Manifolds in the classW3⊕W4 are called Hermitian, as they have vanishing Nijenhuis
tensor. Again we consider solutions for which H = 1, φ = 0, C = 0. Then we have
K = −dω + K˜(1,1)0 , (4.24)
L = −1
2
W4 yΩ+ L(2,0), (4.25)
G =
1
2
(dt+ ω) ∧ dJ + ⋆6
(
−1
2
dω + K˜(1,1)0
)
. (4.26)
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As an example we take the fibration of a two–dimensional flat space (a torus or a
plane) over another four–dimensional flat space:
de5 = e12, (4.27)
de6 = e34, (4.28)
or equivalently, defining the one–forms z1 = e1 + ie2, z2 = e3 + ie4, z3 = e5 + ie6,
dz3 =
1
2
(
iz11 − z22
)
. (4.29)
A direct check shows that
dJ = e126 − e345, (4.30)
W3 = 1 + i
8
(
z11 − z22
)
z3, (4.31)
W4 = 1
2
(
e6 − e5) . (4.32)
The Bianchi identities for the two forms imply they are closed. We choose
K˜(1,1)0 = β1z
12 + β1z
12 − iB2
(
z11 − z22
)
, (4.33)
L =
1 + i
4
z12 + αz12, (4.34)
where the constants β1, α are complex and B2 real. We also choose the form of ω to
be
ω = C1e
1 + C2e
2 + C3e
3 + C4e
4 + C5e
5 + C6e
6, (4.35)
with the Ci real. Then the Bianchi identity for G gives β1 = 0, B2 = 1/4 (C6 − C5).
Lastly, the dilaton and four–form field equations are equivalent to
1
8
+ |α|2 = 1
8
(C5 − C6)2, (4.36)
|α|2 = 3
8
− 1
8
(C5 − C6)2, (4.37)
with solution |C6 − C5| =
√
2, |α| = 1/2√2. Taking for example C6 > C5 and
α = 1+i
4
eiθ we get the final form
K = −
(
C5 +
1√
2
)(
e12 + e34
)
, (4.38)
L =
1 + i
4
[
(1 + eiθ)(e13 − e24)− i(1− eiθ)(e23 + e14)] , (4.39)
G =
1
2
(dt+ ω) ∧ (e126 − e345)− 1
2
[
C5e
12 + (C5 +
√
2)e34
]
∧ e56, (4.40)
ω = C1e
1 + C2e
2 + C3e
3 + C4e
4 + C5e
5 + (C5 +
√
2)e6. (4.41)
This provides a six-parameter family of solutions.
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5. Supersymmetric solutions of the gauged theory
Our choice of gauge in the gauged theory was motivated by the desire that the
metric, structure and matter fields should all be preserved along V . However we
have seen this choice breaks manifest SU(2) covariance, and also that any timelike
supersymmetric solutions with non-zero Yang-Mills fields necessarily involve gauge
fields with electric components. These points have hampered our efforts to obtain
explicit Yang-Mills solutions, so instead we will focus on the abelian case. To obtain
U(1) solutions, we set L = 0. This implies the following constraints on the torsion
of the base:
W1 = W2 = 0, (5.1)
W4 = −1
2
d logH. (5.2)
Equation (5.1) implies that the complex structure on the base is integrable. Next,
conformally rescaling the base according to g6 = H
−1/2g˜6, J = H−1/2J˜ , Ω = H−3/4Ω˜,
we see that J˜ , Ω˜ define a canonical complex structure on the base with metric g˜, and
W˜1 = W˜2 = W˜4 = 0, (5.3)
W˜5 = −1
4
d logH + dφ− iA3J. (5.4)
For the remainder of this section we will drop the tildes. So far, this is the general
U(1) ansatz. However we will now restrict to solutions of the specific form
W3 = 0, (5.5)
together with φ = 0, H = 1. Then the base is Ka¨hler, and iVG = 0. Furthermore,
(5.4) then implies that −gA3i is the potential for the Ricci form on the base, ie
Rij =
1
2
RijklJ
kl = −gdA3ij (5.6)
Then the Bianchi identity for K is equivalent to
R = −1
3
(8gh+ g2)J − gK˜(1,1)0 . (5.7)
Since the scalar curvature of the base is R = 2JyR, we see that for hg ≥ 0 we must
choose a constant negative scalar curvature base, and the choice of base determines
K˜. The forms may now be written as
K = −dω − R
g
, (5.8)
G = − ⋆6
(dω
2
+
R
g
+ 4hJ
)
(5.9)
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Since both R and J are closed and coclosed in this context, the Bianchi identity and
field equation for G are
d ⋆ dω = 0, (5.10)
2h(dω(0,0) + 4dω(1,1)0) ∧ J = 1
2g2
R ∧R− 8h
g
R ∧ J
− (16h2 + 4hg)J ∧ J. (5.11)
When the topological mass is zero, (5.11) implies that we must choose the base such
that its Ricci form is decomposable. When h 6= 0, (5.11) determines the (0,0) and
(1, 1)0 parts of dω in terms of the geometry of the base (note that the (2, 0) + (0, 2)
part drops out), and we must then impose (5.10). Finally, the dilaton field equation
reads
−4GyG+KyK + (8h− g)(16h− g) = 0. (5.12)
Within our restricted ansatz, the only place (2,0)+(0,2) forms can arise is through
dω. As we have seen, these components drop out of four form field equations. In fact
they also drop out of (5.12). Furthermore since ⋆dω(2,0)+(0,2) = dω(2,0)+(0,2) ∧ J , any
solution of our system of equations may be deformed by the addition of an arbitrary
closed (2,0)+(0,2) form to dω.
5.1 Examples: h=0
When the topological mass vanishes, we must choose the base such that the Ricci
form is decomposable and R = −2g2. An example is M4 × H2, where M4 is any
hyperka¨hler manifold. The base has metric
ds2 = (e1)2 + (e2)2 + (e3)2 + (e4)2 +
1
g2
(dθ2 + sinh2 θdψ2), (5.13)
and the Ricci form is R = − sinh θdθ ∧ dψ ≡ −g2e5 ∧ e6. We may solve (5.10) by
taking
ω = α cosh θdψ. (5.14)
Then (5.12) implies that
α = g−1. (5.15)
By rescaling t, we may express the full solution as
ds2 =
1
g2
(
− (Σ3)2 + (Σ1)2 + (Σ2)2
)
+ ds2(M4), (5.16)
G =
g
2
e1234, K = 0, (5.17)
where Σi are the invariant one forms on AdS3 (see appendix A for details).
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A second example of a solution with this base may be obtained by taking dω =
gJ , and the metric is
ds2 = −(dt+ gρ+ g−1 cosh θdψ)2 + ds2(M4) + g−2(dθ2 + sinh2 θdψ2), (5.18)
where ρ is the Ka¨hler form potential on M4, dρ = J4. These solutions have closed
timelike curves irrespective of the choice of M4, as may be seen from the norm of
∂
∂ψ
.
5.2 Examples: hg > 0
When the topological mass is nonzero, we have a wider range of allowed bases than
when h = 0; in particular, the restrictive condition R∧R = 0 is lifted. We will now
consider some examples.
Vacuum solutions
Imposing K = G = 0 on our ansatz, we may deduce that dω = −g−1R = 8hJ ,
and hence 16h = g. We must thus choose an Einstein base with scalar curvature
R = −3g2, and taking dω = g
2
J implies that the seven dimensional solution is also
Einstein. For instance, it is well known [32] that all 2n+ 1-dimensional AdS spaces
may be obtained as circle bundles over a complex hyperbolic n-space Hn
C
equipped
with its Bergman metric. Explicitly, we choose the base with metric
ds2 =
4
g2
[
dr2+
1
4
sinh2 r(Σ3−σ3)2+cosh2(r
2
)
(
(Σ1)2+(Σ2)2
)
+sinh2(
r
2
)
(
(σ1)2+(σ2)2
)]
,
(5.19)
and we then find that
(dt+ ω) =
1
g
(Σ3 + σ3 + cosh r(Σ3 − σ3)), (5.20)
thus obtaining a metric on AdS7. In a similar fashion we may obtain other seven
dimensional Einstein manifolds admitting Killing spinors. Some examples are circle
bundles over H2 ×H2 ×H2 or H2
C
×H2, with metrics
ds2 =
1
g2
[
− (dt+
3∑
1
cosh ridφi)
2 + 2
3∑
1
(dr2i + sinh
2 ridφ
2
i )
]
, (5.21)
ds2 =
1
g2
[
− 1
4
(dt− 3 sinh2 rσ3 + 2 cosh θdφ)2 + 2
(
dθ2 + sinh2 θdφ
)
+
4
3
(
dr2 +
1
4
sinh2 r((σ1)2 + (σ2)2 + cosh2 r(σ3)2)
)]
. (5.22)
These both have closed timelike curves, which in contrast to AdS may not be elimi-
nated by going to the covering space. Such solutions have been discussed previously
in eg. [33].
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Squashed AdS7
Since H3
C
equipped with its Bergman metric is Einstein, we have K˜(1,1)0 = 0, and so
from (5.11) dω(1,1)0 = 0 when we choose this base. Allowing for non-zero fluxes on
the base, the (0,0) part of dω will change to give a squashed fibration.
To see this explicitly, consider dω(2,0)+(0,2) = 0, dω ∼ J , and for simplicity, K = 0.
We obtain a solution provided that 4h = g, R = −g2J = −gdω, and G = −1/4J ∧J .
In terms of the AdS siebenbeins e0 = g−1(Σ3 + σ3 + cosh r(Σ3 − σ3)), e1 = 2g−1dr,
etc, the metric is
ds2 = −(e0)2 + 1
2
δije
iej (5.23)
We may similarly squash the other vacuum solutions given above.
Product base: AdS5 and AdS3 solutions
When we choose the base to be a product of two or three Ka¨hler manifolds, we
generically find upon solving for ω that the seven dimensional solution has closed
timelike curves. However if we take the base to be of the form H2
C
×M2 or H2×M4,
it is possible to arrange the curvatures in such a way that we can obtain dω ∼ J4 or
dω ∼ J2, and thus obtain AdS5 ×M2 or AdS3 ×M4 solutions.
The simplest way to determine the AdS5 solution is to impose G = 0, K ∼
vol(M2), and seek a base of the form
ds2 = a2
(
dr2 +
1
4
sinh2 r((σ1)2 + (σ2)2 + cosh2 r(σ3)2)
)
+ ds2(M2), (5.24)
together with dω = 2a−1J4. One may indeed find such a solution, provided that
g = 12h, a = 3g−1, M2 = H2 with scalar curvature −2g2/3, and K = g/3J2. This
is one of the AdS5 solutions given by Maldacena and Nunez in [1]. As in [14], one
may deform the AdS5, by the addition of (2, 0) + (0, 2) terms to dω. Explicitly, one
may add the terms
αd(tanh2 rσ1) + βd(tanh2 rσ2), (5.25)
for constant α, β.
To obtain the AdS3 solutions, we take the base to be of the form
ds2 = a2(dr2 + sinh2 rdφ2) + ds2(M4). (5.26)
We seek solutions with dω = a−1J2, and require that neither K nor G have compo-
nents on the H2. We find an AdS3 ×M4 solution provided that a = g−1, g = 12h,
M4 is negative scalar curvature Ka¨hler-Einstein with R4 = −g2/3J4, and the forms
are
K =
g
3
J4, (5.27)
G =
g
12
J4 ∧ J4. (5.28)
This solution describes the AdS fixed point of the near-horizon limit of an M5 brane
wrapped on a Ka¨hler four cycle in a Calabi-Yau four-fold [34].
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6. Conclusions
In this work we have studied bosonic field configurations of minimal and SU(2)
gauged d = 7 supergravity admitting timelike Killing spinors, and shown that such
a spinor is equivalent to an SU(3) structure. We have given necessary and suffi-
cient conditions for its existence and hence obtained the most general superymmetric
ansatz for the theories. The bosonic fields are largely determined by the structure,
but the structure itself, before imposing the field equations, is weakly constrained.
We have exploited the general ansatz to explicitly present numerous new solutions.
One of the more striking features we have found, in common with other G-
structure oriented studies of timelike Killing spinors, is the apparent genericity of
spacetimes with closed timelike curves among supersymmetric solutions. In the ex-
ceptional case of the AdS spaces, the CTCs may be eliminated by going to the
universal cover. In other cases, such as the Go¨del solutions of the minimal theory,
the CTCs may be eliminated by taking a suitable quotient. Explicitly, taking the
flat base of section 4.1 to be toroidally compactified such that
(x2n+1)2 + (x2n+2)2 < α−2, (6.1)
eliminates the CTCs. More generally, it would be interesting to know to what extent
one might be able to eliminate CTCs in all metrics of the form (3.1) by taking an
appropriate quotient or covering. If a class of such spacetimes exist for which this is
not possible, one would be forced to invoke some dynamical chronology protection
agent in string theory.
In this work we have only begun to explore the solutions contained in the general
ansatz, and have restricted attention to particularly simple constructions. In the
gauged theory we restricted attention to a U(1) truncation with Ka¨hler base and
constant H , φ. In particular, we have not explicitly given any Yang-Mills solutions.
Clearly, there is scope for a more systematic study of restrictions of the general
ansatz, which we have not pursued here.
It is known that the gauged theory admits Yang-Mills solutions describing the
near-horizon limits of branes wrapped on various supersymmetric cycles. We expect
these solutions to be contained in the null class, where the G-structure defined by a
single Killing spinor is (SU(2) ⋉ R4) × R, which naturally induces a 2 + 1 + 4 split
of the seven dimensional spacetime. It will be interesting to analyse this case in
more detail, and in particular, we hope to systematically undertake a more refined
classification.
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A. Conventions
We work in mostly plus signature. Indices in 7 dimensions are given by µ, ν, . . . , in
6 dimensions by i, j, . . . . The Dirac algebra is
{Γµ,Γν} = 2gµν . (A.1)
This tells us that in an orthonormal frame Γ0 is antihermitian and the Γi (i = 1, . . . , 6)
are hermitian. Following the appendix to Chapter 1 in [24] we have that the charge
conjugation matrix C satisfies
CT = C , C†C = I , ΓTµ = −CΓµC−1 . (A.2)
We can therefore choose
C = I . (A.3)
This implies that Γ0 is real and the Γi are imaginary. We will choose a representation
(there are two inequivalent ones) such that
Γ0Γ1Γ2Γ3Γ4Γ5Γ6 = −I . (A.4)
We also have the identity
Γα1...αn =
(−)[n/2]+1
(7− n)! ǫα1...αnβ1...β7−nΓ
β1...β7−n . (A.5)
We choose the orientation to be given by ǫ0123456 = +1.
The Dirac conjugate ǫ¯a of an anticommuting spinor ǫ
a is defined as
ǫ¯a = (ǫ
a)†Γ0 , (A.6)
and we also define
ǫ¯a = ǫab ǫ¯b , (A.7)
where ǫab is a constant antisymmetric matrix satisfying ǫab ǫ
bc = −δca that is used to
raise and lower spinor indices according to ǫa ≡ ǫabǫb, and ǫ12 = 1. On the other
hand the symplectic-Majorana conjugate ǫC of ǫ is defined to be
(ǫC)a = (ǫT )b . (A.8)
Symplectic-Majorana spinors are those for which (A.7) is equal to (A.8), namely
(ǫT )a = ǫ¯a . (A.9)
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Given four spinors ǫ1, . . . , ǫ4, the Fierz identity is
ǫ1ǫ2ǫ3ǫ4 =
1
8
[
ǫ1ǫ4ǫ3ǫ2 + ǫ1Γµǫ4ǫ3Γ
µǫ2 − 1
2
ǫ1Γµνǫ4ǫ3Γ
µνǫ2 − 1
3!
ǫ1Γµνρǫ4ǫ3Γ
µνρǫ2
]
.
(A.10)
At various points in the text we make use of invariant one forms on S3 and AdS3.
In terms of the Euler angles (θ, φ, ψ) the right invariant one forms are given by
σ1 = sinψdθ − cosψ sin θdφ, (A.11)
σ2 = cosψdθ + sinψ sin θdφ, (A.12)
σ3 = dψ + cos θdφ. (A.13)
These obey dσA = −1
2
ǫABCσB ∧ σC , and one may write the round SU(2) invariant
metric on a unit S3 as
ds2 =
1
4
δABσ
AσB. (A.14)
By analytically continuing θ → iθ, extending the range of θ to [0,∞) and changing
the sign of the metric, one may obtain an SL(2,R) invariant metric on a unit AdS3
as
ds2 =
1
4
ηABΣ
AΣB, (A.15)
where
Σ1 = sinψdθ − cosψ sinh θdφ, (A.16)
Σ2 = cosψ + sinψ sinh θdφ, (A.17)
Σ3 = dψ + cosh θdφ. (A.18)
The ΣA obey
dΣ1 = −Σ2 ∧ Σ3, dΣ2 = −Σ3 ∧ Σ1,
dΣ3 = Σ1 ∧ Σ2. (A.19)
The metric (A.15) clearly has closed timelike curves for all constant (θ, ψ). These
may be eliminated by going to the universal cover: define
ψ = u+ v, (A.20)
φ = u− v, (A.21)
θ = 2r. (A.22)
Then (A.15) becomes
ds2 = − cosh2 rdu2 + dr2 + sinh2 rdv2, (A.23)
and taking the ranges −∞ < u <∞, 0 ≤ v < 2π, we have the familiar global metric
on the universal cover of AdS3.
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Finally we note the following useful identity for a two form A on a six dimensional
manifold equipped with an SU(3) structure:
Ay(J ∧ J) = 4A(0,0) + 2A(2,0)+(0,2) − 2A(1,1)0 (A.24)
By taking the dual of this equation we may deduce that
⋆A(0,0) =
1
2
A(0,0) ∧ J, (A.25)
⋆A(2,0)+(0,2) = A(2,0)+(0,2) ∧ J, (A.26)
⋆A(1,1)0 = −A(1,1)0 ∧ J. (A.27)
B. Bilinears and the G-Structure
The standard strategy in applying G-structures to the solution of supergravities is
to assume the existence of a (globally defined) Killing spinor. The existence of a
globally defined spinor is equivalent to the existence of a set globally defined forms,
constucted as bilinears in the spinor, which are invariant under the isotropy group,
G, of the spinor. This in turn implies a global reduction of the principal frame
bundle with structure group Spin(1, 6), in the present context, to a subbundle with
structure group G. There are two maximal subgroups of Spin(1, 6) which leave a
spinor invariant, depending on whether the associated vector is timelike or null. As
we shall see below, in the timelike case of interest to us here, a Killing spinor defines
an SU(3) structure. In the null case, which we leave for future study, one has an
(SU(2)⋉ R4)× R structure. Here we shall see how the SU(3) structure arises.
Thus, assume there exists a globally defined Killing spinor ǫa satisfying the spinor
equation δλa = 0 and the Killing equation δψaµ = 0. We can define the following
spinor bilinears
f (ab) = ǫ¯aǫb, (B.1)
ǫabVµ = ǫ¯
aΓµǫ
b, (B.2)
ǫabIµν = ǫ¯
aΓµνǫ
b, (B.3)
Ω(ab)µνρ = ǫ¯
aΓµνρǫ
b . (B.4)
From the reality properties of the gamma matrices and the symplectic Majorana
condition, the vector Vµ and the two-form Iµν are seen to be real, while instead the
scalars and the 3–form can be rewritten as
fab = −igA (TA)ab, (B.5)
Ωab = −iXA (TA)ab, (B.6)
with gA, XAµνρ, A = 1, 2, 3, real. (T
A)ab = 1/2(σ
A)ab are generators of the SU(2) Lie
algebra, σA being the Pauli matrices, and obey
(TA)ab (T
B)bc =
1
4
δAB δac +
i
2
ǫABC (TC)ac. (B.7)
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One important consequence of the Fierz identity (A.10) is that Vµ is either time-
like or null
V 2 = −1
4
gA gA. (B.8)
Here we focus on the timelike case only.
Let us introduce coordinates adapted to our timelike Killing vector. We take
V = ∂
∂t
, and write the general metric admitting a timelike Killing vector as
ds2 = −H2(dt+ ω)2 + gijdxidxj (B.9)
where H , ω and gij are independent of t. As a form, V = −H2(dt + ω) = −He0.
The chirality matrix on the base is given by
Γ∗ = Γ1 . . .Γ6, (B.10)
and it is equal to H−1V µΓµ = Γ0, according to (A.4). The Fierz identities for a
symplectic-Majorana spinor ǫa imply the following projection:
Γ∗ǫa =
1
H
fab ǫ
b. (B.11)
When V is timelike the spacetime decomposes along a 6–dimensional Riemannian
base and the symplectic-Majorana Killing spinor defines an SU(3) structure. We
can decompose the bosonic quantities according to the structure. In order to do this,
first of all notice that in 6 Riemannian dimensions a Weyl spinor η of unit norm,
satisfying
ηη = 1, (B.12)
Γ∗η = iη, (B.13)
defines a canonical SU(3) structure with a 2–form J and a 3–form Ω given by
Jij = iη Γij η, (B.14)
Ωijk = η Γijk η
⋆. (B.15)
It is useful to note the projections
Γiη =
1
2
(
δij + iJ
i
j
)
Γjη, (B.16)
Γijη = −1
2
Ω
ijk
Γkη
∗ − iJ ijη, (B.17)
that imply among other relations
JijΓ
ijη = −6iη, (B.18)
ΩijkΓ
ijkη = −48η⋆ (B.19)
JilJjmΓ
lmη = −Γijη − 2iJijη. (B.20)
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We may choose our basis so that J and Ω take the standard form
J = e12 + e34 + e45, (B.21)
Ω = (e1 + ie2) ∧ (e3 + ie4) ∧ (e5 + ie6). (B.22)
Now consider a timelike symplectic-Majorana spinor ǫa in 7–dimensions. It will
admit, for each value of a = 1, 2, a chiral decomposition over the base. We may
write the most general expression for ǫ1 in terms of two orthogonal unit norm Dirac
spinors η, ηˆ of positive chirality in six dimensions as
ǫ1 = ǫ1+ + ǫ
1
− = fη + g (αη + βηˆ)
∗ , (B.23)
where f , g, α, β are functions, |α|2 + |β|2 = 1, and f and g can be taken to be
real functions because we are free to redefine η, ηˆ by an arbitrary phase (see [16]).
Imposing the symplectic Majorana condition (A.9), using Γ0η = iη, Γ0ηˆ = iηˆ then
implies that ǫ2 is given by
ǫ2 = ig (αη + βηˆ)− ifη∗. (B.24)
Now one can calculate the scalars fab and get in particular
f 11 = i (f
2 − g2), (B.25)
f 12 = 2fg α
∗. (B.26)
Using the projection (B.11) one finds the following set of equations:
(H + f 2 − g2)gβ = 0, (B.27)
(H − g2 − f 2)gα = 0, (B.28)
(H + g(1− 2|α|2)− f 2)f = 0, (B.29)
fgαβ = 0. (B.30)
When β = 0, and thus |α|2 = 1, there is the condition f 2 + g2 = H . Therefore we
may set f = H1/2 cos θ, g = H1/2 sin θ. The angle θ ranges in [0, π], since for β = 0
in (B.24) a change θ → θ + π can be reabsorbed by redefining η → −η. Set also
α = e−iγ , then (B.24) can be rewritten as
ǫ1 = H1/2
(
cos θη + sin θeiγη∗
)
, (B.31)
ǫ2 = H1/2
(
i sin θe−iγη − i cos θη∗) . (B.32)
Thus ǫa = H1/2Sabη
b, where S ∈ SU(2) and η1 = η, η2 = −iη∗. The g = 0 solution
of equations (B.27)-(B.29) is clearly the special case θ = 0. When α = 0, either g or
f are zero for non-zero H , and this is again a special case of β = 0. Finally, there is
a solution of (B.27)-(B.29) with f = 0, g = H1/2, |α|2 + |β|2 = 1. Together, η and
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ηˆ define an SU(2) structure. However, η˜∗ = (αη + βηˆ)∗ defines an SU(3) structure
for which we may write the corresponding ǫ1,2 in the form (B.32). Therefore the
most general timelike Killing spinor may be written in this form, and thus defines
an SU(3) structure. Such a spinor will generically preserve a single supersymmetry.
Now noting that iV I = 0, iVX
A = gAI, employing the projections satisfied by η, we
may deduce the following form for the bilinears:
g1 − ig2 = 2Hi sin 2θeiγ, g3 = −2H cos 2θ, (B.33)
I = HJ, (B.34)
X1 − iX2 = −H−1(g1 − ig2)V ∧ J + 2Hi(sin2 θe2iγΩ− cos2 θΩ), (B.35)
X3 = −H−1g3V ∧ J −H sin 2θ(eiγΩ+ c.c.). (B.36)
C. Necessary and sufficient conditions for supersymmetry
The type of structure defined by the Killing spinor is determined by its intrinsic
torsion. We have an SU(3) structure in seven dimensions, specified by (V, J,Ω),
with an associated six dimensional structure, specified by (J,Ω), or equivalently by
the chiral unit norm spinor η. Given such a six dimensional structure, there is
no obstruction to finding a connection ∇′ that preserves it, ∇′η = 0. ∇′ is not
unique, and different inequivalent classes of structure preserving connections are
parametrized by the part of the torsion tensor called the intrinsic torsion. In [31]
it is shown that for an SU(3) structure in 6 dimensions there are 5 modules of the
intrinsic torsion given by
dΩ(2,2) = W1 J ∧ J +W2 J, (C.1)
W3 = (d J)(2,1)0 , (C.2)
W4 = 1
2
JydJ, (C.3)
W5 = 1
2
ReΩy d(ReΩ). (C.4)
The intrinsic torsion may be calculated in terms of the metric and matter fields
by applying the Killing spinor equation to the spinor bilinears. Furthermore, the
vanising of δλ relates various components of the bosonic fields to each other. In
this appendix we will determine the constraints on the bosonic fields of the minimal
and gauged theories implied by the existence a timelike Killing spinor. As we shall
see, most of the field content of the theories is determined by the structure. As
a final step, we will show that the constraints we derive on the bosonic fields are
also sufficient to ensure the existence of a timelike Killing spinor, and thus that we
have derived the most general bosonic field configuration compatible with timelike
supersymmetry. We will first work out the constrints for the minimal theory, and
the results are then straightforwardly modified to account for the gauging.
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C.1 Differential constraints
The various bispinors satisfy differential equations as a consequence of the Killing
spinor equation. Using
∇µ(ǫaTAǫb) = (∇µǫa)TAǫb + ǫaTA(∇µǫb) (C.5)
where A is any matrix in the Clifford algebra, and employing the Killing spinor
equation in the minimal theory, we may deduce
dgA = −1
5
ǫABCFByXC − 8
5
iV F
A − 2
5
XAyG, (C.6)
∇µVν = 1
5
(
3Gy ⋆ V + 2HJyG+
1
2
FAy ⋆ XA − 2gAFA
)
µν
, (C.7)
d(HJ)µνσ =
1
5
(
3FAα[µX
A α
νσ] − 2HGαβγ[µ ⋆ J αβγνσ] + 6iVGµνσ
)
, (C.8)
dXAµνστ =
1
5
(
8FAy ⋆ Vµνστ + 12HF
A ∧ Jµνστ + 4ǫABCFBα[µ ⋆ XC ανστ ]
− 8gAGµνστ + 6G αβ[µν ⋆ XAστ ]αβ
)
. (C.9)
where iVA denotes the vector V contracted on the first index of the form A. Note
that (C.7) implies that V is Killing. Next, by successively contracting δλ = 0 with
ǫaT , ǫaTΓµ,..., ǫ
aTΓµνσ, and splitting the symplectic Majorana indices into symmetric
and and antisymmetric parts, we find (among others) the following constraints:
gA∂µφ = =
1
5
(
− 2iV FAµ + 2XAyGµ + ǫABCFBαβyXCαβµ
)
, (C.10)
(dφ ∧ V )µν = 1
5
(
2Gy ⋆ V − 2HJyG− 1
2
FAy ⋆ XA − 1
2
gAFA
)
µν
, (C.11)
2H(dφ ∧ J)µνσ = 1
5
(
3FAα[µX
A α
νσ] − 2HGαβγ[µ ⋆ J αβγνσ] − 4iVGµνσ
)
, (C.12)
(dφ ∧XA)µνστ = 1
5
(
− 2FAy ⋆ Vµνστ + 2HFA ∧ Jµνστ + 4ǫABCFBα[µ ⋆ XC ανστ ]
+ 2gAGµνστ + 6G
αβ
[µν ⋆ X
A
στ ]αβ
)
. (C.13)
Combining (C.6) with (C.10) we obtain
iV F
A = −e
−φ
2
d(gAeφ). (C.14)
Given the Bianchi identity for F , and, as we will show below, that LV φ = 0, this
implies that
LV F a = LV gA = 0. (C.15)
Next (C.7) and (C.11) combine to give
e−2φd(e2φV ) = 2iV ⋆ G− gAFA. (C.16)
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We also find
e2φ
2
d(He−2φJ) = iVG (C.17)
which (given the Bianchi identity for G, and LVH = 0) implies that
LVG = LV J = 0. (C.18)
Finally, (C.9) and (C.13) give
eφ
2
d(e−φXA) = FAy ⋆ V +HFA ∧ J − gAG. (C.19)
Given the form (B.35), (B.36) of the XA, we may deduce that
LVΩ = 0. (C.20)
Therefore V generates a symmetry not just of the metric and matter fields but also
of the G-structure.
C.2 Constraints from δλa = 0
In order to deduce the constraints on the bosonic fields of the theory implied by the
vanishing of δλa, rather than solving (C.10)-(C.13) directly, it is technically much
more convenient to break the manifest global SU(2) symmetry of the theory, and to
work with the Dirac spinor η. To this end, let us define
F˜ ab = (S
−1FS)a b, (C.21)
K = F˜ 3, (C.22)
L = F˜ 1 − iF˜ 2. (C.23)
Then δλa = 0 implies the following pair of equations:
(
5
2
∂µφΓ
µ +
i
4
KµνΓ
µν − 1
6
⋆ GµνσΓ
µνσ)η +
1
4
LµνΓ
µνη⋆ = 0, (C.24)
(
5
2
∂µφΓ
µ − i
4
KµνΓ
µν − 1
6
⋆ GµνσΓ
µνσ)η⋆ +
1
4
LµνΓ
µνη = 0. (C.25)
Taking the complex conjugate of the second equation, and employing the reality
properties of the gamma matrices together with the projection Γ0η = iη, we may
rewrite these equations in the following form:
(−5∂0φ+ 1
2
KijΓ
ij + ⋆G0ijΓ
ij)η − L0iΓiη⋆ = 0, (C.26)
(5∂iφΓ
i −K0iΓi − 1
3
⋆ GijkΓ
ijk)η +
1
2
LijΓ
ijη⋆ = 0. (C.27)
What we have done is to split the supersymmetry variation of δλ into positive and
negative chirality parts on the base. To solve these equations we decompose the
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above forms into SU(3) irreducible representations. Successively contracting with
ηT , η, ηTΓi,..., ηΓ
ijk we deduce that δλa = 0 is equivalent to
∂0φ = 0, (C.28)
(
1
2
Kij + ⋆G0ij)
(2,0)+(0,2)+(0,0) = −1
8
(L0kΩ
k
ij + c.c.), (C.29)
1
3
Ωijk ⋆ G
ijk =
i
2
LijJ
ij , (C.30)
1
2
(δji − iJ ji )(5∂jφ−K0j + i ⋆ GjklJkl) = −
1
4
LjkΩ
jk
i . (C.31)
The primitive forms ⋆G
(2,1)0+(1,2)0
ijk , ⋆G
(1,1)0
0ij , K
(1,1)0
ij and L
(1,1)0
ij , traceless with respect
to J , drop out of the supersymmetry variation and are unconstrained here.
Now we will re-express the differential constraints on the structure derived in
the last subsection in terms of the transformed two forms. Let us define the rotated
quantities
g˜a b = (S
−1gS)a b, (C.32)
X˜a b = (S
−1XS)a b. (C.33)
They take the form
g˜1 − ig˜2 = 0, (C.34)
g˜3 = −2H, (C.35)
X˜1 − iX˜2 = −2iHΩ, (C.36)
X˜3 = 2V ∧ J. (C.37)
Also define
Cµ
a
b = i(S
−1)a c ∂µS
c
b. (C.38)
Then we find
K0µ =
e−φ
H
∂µ(He
φ), (C.39)
L0µ = i(C
1 − iC2), (C.40)
e−2φ
2H
d(e2φV )ij = ⋆G0ij +Kij , (C.41)
e2φ
2H
d(He−2φJ)ijk = G0ijk, (C.42)
i ⋆6 (
eΦ
H
d(e−ΦHΩ) + iC3 ∧ Ω)ij = L(0,0)ij − 2L
(1,1)0
ij , (C.43)
where ⋆6 denotes the Hodge dual on the base. Now, we can calculate all modules of
the intrinsic torsion of the SU(3) structure on the base using (C.42), (C.43), obtaining
the equations quoted in (3.13)-(3.17). These, together with equations (C.28)-(C.31)
and (C.39)-(C.43) (which are rewritten as in (3.9)-(3.12)) are necessary conditions
for supersymmetry. In fact they are also sufficient, as we now show.
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C.3 Sufficient conditions for supersymmetry in the minimal theory
The necessary conditions we have obtained gaurantee the vanishing of δλ, as may be
seen by substituting (C.28)-(C.31) back in and employing the projections satisfied
by η. It remains to be verified that a solution of the Killing spinor equation always
exists. Rewriting the Killing spinor equation in terms of η we get
Dµη
a +
1
2
∂µ(logH)η
a + CAµ (T
A)abη
b − i
10
F aλ1λ2 b
(
Γ λ1λ2µ − 8δl1µ Γλ2
)
ηa
+
1
80
Gλ1...λ4
(
Γ λ1...λ4µ −
8
3
δλ1µ Γ
λ2λ3λ4
)
ηa = 0. (C.44)
These two equations are not independent as can be seen by taking the complex
conjugation of the second one. Separating the negative and the positive chirality
parts we get two different equations: one is algebraic and the other differential. The
first one reads
0 = i(C1 + iC2)η∗ − 1
4
ωµλ1λ2(Γ− Γ∗)λ1λ2η
+
i
20
{
Kλ1λ2
[
(Γ− Γ∗) λ1λ2µ − 8δl1µ (Γ− Γ∗)λ2
]
η − iLλ1λ2
[
(Γ + Γ∗) λ1λ2µ
−8δl1µ (Γ + Γ∗)λ2
]
η∗
}
− 1
80
Gλ1...λ4
[
(Γ− Γ∗) λ1...λ4µ −
8
3
δλ1µ (Γ− Γ∗)λ2λ3λ4
]
η. (C.45)
Nothing that (C.16) implies the following expressions for the spin connection,
ω0i0 = K0i − ∂iφ, (C.46)
ωij0 = ω0ij = ⋆G0ij +Kij, (C.47)
one may verify that the algebraic equation (C.45) is satisfied. Next, the remaining
differential equation for η is given by
(∂µ +
1
4
ωµijΓ
ij)η + ∂µ(logH)η +
1
2
C3µη −
i
40
{
Kλ1λ2
[
(Γ + Γ∗) λ1λ2µ
− 8δl1µ (Γ + Γ∗)λ2
]
η − iLλ1λ2
[
(Γ− Γ∗) λ1λ2µ − 8δl1µ (Γ− Γ∗)λ2
]
η∗
}
+
1
160
Gλ1...λ4
[
(Γ + Γ∗) λ1...λ4µ −
8
3
δλ1µ (Γ + Γ
∗)λ2λ3λ4
]
η = 0. (C.48)
The µ = 0 component reduces to
∂0η = 0, (C.49)
and is satisfied by any time-independent spinor satisfying the required projections.
Next, consider the µ = i components. A straightforward but long calculation shows
that it can be rewritten as
[ ∇m + 1
4
Wa4 Γam +
i
4
(3W4 + 2W5) r Jrm − 1
32
W∗1 Ωma1a2Γa1a2 −
i
8
W3ma1a2Γa1a2
+
i
32
W∗2mj Ωj a1a2Γa1a2
]
η = 0 (C.50)
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As we show in appendix D, this is the most general SU(3) preserving connection on
the base. Therefore we always have a solution of the Killing spinor equation, and we
have derived necessary and sufficient conditions for supersymmetry.
C.4 Necessary and sufficient conditions for supersymmetry in the gauged
theory
Having determined the constraints for supersymmetry in the minimal theory, it is
a straightforward matter to modify the results to account for the gauging. We will
therefore only briefly quote our results. However there is one point which deserves
mention. A desirable feature we want to maintain in the gauged theory is that the
Killing vector V generates a symmetry not just of the metric and matter fields but
also of the G-structure. The differential constraints on the structure in the gauged
theory are
iV F
A = −1
2
e−φ(d(eφgA) + gǫABCABeφgC), (C.51)
e−2φd(e2φV ) = 2iV ⋆ G− gAFA − 8Hhe−4φJ, (C.52)
e2φd(He−2φJ) = 2iVG, (C.53)
eφd(e−φXA)+gǫABCAB∧XC=2FAy ⋆ V +2HFA∧ J −2gAG+ g ⋆ XA,(C.54)
and V is again Killing. As before, from δλ = 0, we have iV dφ = 0. Therefore,
imposing the gauge
iVA
A =
1
2
eφgA, (C.55)
ensures that (given the Bianchi identities) the matter fields and the structure are
also preserved along V . However, (C.55) does not entirely fix the gauge freedom;
we may still perform time independent gauge transformations, under which both AA0
and gA transform in the adjoint. We may thus eliminate the scalars θ, γ altogether
by imposing the gauge
A10 = A
2
0 = 0, A
3
0 = −eφ, (C.56)
and the structure simplifies to
g1 = g2 = 0, (C.57)
g3 = −2H, (C.58)
X1 − iX2 = −2iHΩ, (C.59)
X3 = 2V ∧ J. (C.60)
It is now a simple matter to modify the results of the minimal theory. What we find
in the gauge (C.55), (C.56) is reported in eqs.(3.18)-(3.22).
D. Intrinsic torsion
In this appendix we derive a formula for the covariant derivative that leaves invariant
the SU(3) structure. The procedure to do it is well understood and we follow the
lines of [22].
Write the connection as Γi jk = C
i
jk + K
i
jk, where C
i
jk are the Christoffel
symbols and Kijk = K[i|j|k] is the contorsion tensor. The contorsion is equivalent to
the torsion T ijk in that it satisfies
T ijk = 2K
i
[jk], (D.1)
Ki jk =
1
2
(
T ijk + T
i
j k + T
i
k j
)
. (D.2)
The contorsion is a tensor in T ∗⊗ so(6) ≃ (T ∗⊗ su(3))⊕ (T ∗⊗ su(3)⊥). T ∗⊗ su(3))
decomposes under SU(3) as
(3+ 3)× 8 = (15+ 15) + (6+ 6) + (3+ 3), (D.3)
while T ∗ ⊗ su(3)⊥ as
(3+ 3)× (3+ 3+ 1) = (8+ 8′) + (6+ 6) + (3+ 3) + (3′ + 3′) + (1+ 1′). (D.4)
When acting on SU(5) invariants, only this latter part of the contorsion contributes.
Now we rewrite a general contorsion tensor according to its SU(3) decomposition as
Klmn =
(
L(1)m Jln + L
(2)
[l Jn]m + L
(3)
[l gn]m
)
+ (kΩlmn + c.c.) + (fmjΩ
j
ln + c.c)
+ (T
(1)
mk Ω
k
ln + T
(2)
[l|j|Ω
j
n]m + c.c.) + (U[ln]m + c.c.), (D.5)
where K ∈ C and, in complex notation, flm = fλµ+fλµ ∈ R, fλµJλµ = 0, Tlm = T(λµ),
Ulmn = Uλ(µν), UλµνJ
λµ = 0. Suppose that Klmn is such ∇′J = 0 = ∇′Ω, then the
exterior derivative of J , Ω is given by
1
6
dJi1i2i3 = K
r
[i1i2 J|r|i3], (D.6)
1
12
dΩi1...i4 = K
r
[i1i2 Ω|r|i3i4]. (D.7)
From these we calculate the intrinsic torsion modules and find
W1 = 8k∗, (D.8)
W2 = 8if ∗, (D.9)
W3i1i2i3 = 6iT (1)∗[i1|j|Ω
j
i2i3]
, (D.10)
W4 = L(3) − L(2)y J, (D.11)
W5 = −3
2
L(3) + 3
(
L(1) +
1
6
L(2)
)
y J. (D.12)
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Some components of the contorsion are not determined by the Wi and are those
under which the structure is preserved, corresponding to the freedom in choosing an
SU(3) preserving connection. As a matter of fact we can rewrite the contorsion now
as
Klmn =
(
3
2
W4 +W5
)
r Jr[l Jn]m −
(
1
2
W4 +W5
)
[l gn]m +
1
8
(W∗1Ωlmn + c.c.)
−
(
i
2
W ∗3lmn + c.c
)
+
(
i
8
W∗2mj Ωj ln + c.c.
)
+
(
L(1)m Jln + 3L
(1)
[l Jn]m + 3L
(1)r Jr[l gn]m
)
+
[(
T (2) − 2T (1)) [l|r|Ωrn]m + c.c.]+ (U[ln]m + c.c.). (D.13)
One can directly check that the last two lines leave both J and Ω invariant or,
equivalently, η. The first two lines therefore define the intrinsic contorsion K0lmn.
Notice also that the combination 3
2
W4 +W5 is conformally invariant [31]. The last
equation we need is the form assumed by ∇′η = 0 which concretely reads
[ ∇m + 1
8
(3W4 + 2W5) r Jra1 Ja2mΓa1a2 −
1
8
(W4 + 2W5) a1Γa1m
− 1
32
(W∗1Ωma1a2 +W1Ωma1a2)Γa1a2 + i8
(W∗3ma1a2 −W3ma1a2)Γa1a2
+
i
32
(
W∗2mj Ωj a1a2 −W2mj Ω
j
a1a2
)
Γa1a2
]
η = 0. (D.14)
Using the projection (B.16) and the following we see that (D.14) can be rewritten as
[ ∇m + 1
4
Wa4 Γam +
i
4
(3W4 + 2W5) r Jrm − 1
32
W∗1 Ωma1a2Γa1a2 −
i
8
W3ma1a2Γa1a2
+
i
32
W∗2mj Ωj a1a2Γa1a2
]
η = 0 (D.15)
E. Integrability Conditions
Let us define δλ = ∆λǫ, δψµ = Dµǫ. Then we may obtain the following integrability
condition from commuting the Killing spinor equation with δλ:
√
5Γµ[Dµ,∆λ]ǫa =
(1
2
P +
1
6
QµνσΓ
µνσ +
e2φ
96
d(e−2φG)µνστρΓµνστρ
)
ǫa
+
(
iRAµΓ
µ +
ie−φ
6
d(eφFA)µνσΓ
µνσ
)
TAabǫ
b
+
√
5
( 1
60
GµνστΓ
µνστ δab +
3i
5
FAµνΓ
µνTAab
)
δλb, (E.1)
where P , Q, R are defined by eqs.(2.7,2.8,2.9), and the dilaton, four form and two
form field equations are respectively P = 0, Q = 0, RA = 0. Imposing the dilaton and
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four form field equations, and the Bianchi identities for the forms, the integrability
condition reduces to
RAµΓ
µTAabǫ
b = 0. (E.2)
As in the analysis of δλ = 0, it is convenient to transform this expression and work
in terms of η. Writing R˜ = S−1RS, and using the same procedure as before, we may
deduce
R˜3µ = 0, (E.3)
(R˜1 − iR˜2)0 = 0, (E.4)
(δji + iJ
j
i )(R˜
1 − iR˜2)j = 0. (E.5)
Next we consider the integrability condition for the Killing spinor equation. After a
long calculation we obtain
Γν [Dµ,Dν]ǫa =
[
− 1
2
EµνΓ
ν + e2φd(e−2φG)νστρξ
(
− 1
120
gµνΓστρξ +
1
200
Γµνστρξ
)
+
1
10
Qνστ
(1
2
Γµνστ − gµνΓστ
)]
ǫa
+
[ie−φ
5
d(eφFA)νστ
(
2gµνΓστ +
1
6
Γµνστ
)
− i
5
RAν(−4gµν + Γµν)
]
TAabǫ
b
+
[
∂µφδ
a
b −
i
25
FAνσ(8gµνΓσ − Γµνσ)TAab
+
1
25
Gνστρ
(
− 2
3
gµνΓστρ +
1
4
Γµνστρ
)
δab
]
δλb = 0. (E.6)
Given the Bianchi identites and the field equations imposed for and implied by the
vanishing of the integrability condition for δλ, and converting to the dirac spinor η,
this reduces to the pair of equations
− 1
2
EµνΓ
νη − 1
5
(R˜1 − iR˜2)j(−4gµj + Γµj)η⋆ = 0, (E.7)
−1
2
EµνΓ
ν⋆η − 1
5
(R˜1 − iR˜2)j(−4gµj + Γ⋆µj)η⋆ = 0. (E.8)
Taking the i component we may deduce
Ej0η = 0, (E.9)
−EijΓjη − 2
5
(R˜1 − iR˜2)j(−4δji + Γ ji )η⋆) = 0. (E.10)
Hence Ej0 = 0, while contracting the second expression with ǫ
T we obtain
(R˜1 − iR˜2)j(−δji +
1
5
(δij + iJ
j
i )) = 0. (E.11)
Thus R˜Aµ = 0, and so R
A
µ = 0. Next contracting (E.10) with ηΓk implies
Eij(δ
j
k ± iJ jk ) = 0, (E.12)
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so Eij = 0, and the 0 component of (E.7) then implies that E00 = 0.
In summary, given the existence of a timelike Killing spinor, it is sufficient to
impose the Bianchi identites and the four form and dilaton field equations. The
remaining field equations are implied by supersymmetry.
In the gauged theory the structure of the integrability conditions is identical.
The additional terms which arise are such that one now obtains the gauged theory
field equations and Bianchi identities in precisely the same fashion, together with the
additional terms
√
5(8he−4φ − geφ)δλ, 2√
5
(m + 2he−4φ)δλ in Γν [Dν ,∆λ], Γν [Dµ,Dν ]
respectively. Thus as in the ungauged theory it is sufficient to impose the Bianchi
identities and the four form and dilaton field equations.
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